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Abstract 

Space itself is particles, reproduce themselves to expand the Universe in eternity. As they are the base of everywhere in cubic shape 

without gaps in-between them, it’s almost impossible to find out their mass and regarded as zero mass. In the Universe everything 

is the particle. 

All the Energies like Microwaves, Radio Waves and Light Waves are also the particles, passed on by the Space Particles.  Energy 

Particles are minus mass below the mass of zero that is Vacuum or Space Particles. Only Light Particles could be spot on due to its 

illuminate character, and named it as Photon. Space Particles’ reproduction process make themselves slide back and forth, which 

form wavy path for the Energy Particles to be passed on. Hence, all the Energy Particles possesses duality of waves and particles 

nature.  

Introduction 

This is just a logical analysis to provide solutions to unresolved matters on Gravity of Mass, Duality of Photon, Eternity of Universe 

Expansion  and its Acceleration  

What’s the Cause of The Gravity? 

The Hunger (Need) of the Masses create The Gravity! This could be a weird thing to hear. Whether the Earth attaches the Man on 

its surface or the Man eats his/her  co-evolved living things like plants and other animals, all are Gravity. The Gravity is nothing 

but the activities of the masses for existing by feeding themselves the energy through consumption inclusive of other masses either 

by attracting or by grabbing.  

This is only the definition. To understand, we will go through Evolution of Universe..      

The Evolutions of Universe 

Creation of Space Particle 

On First EVOLUTION, a Single Particle appeared. I call this particle as VOANUM, for the understanding.    

Expansion of Universe 

On Second EVOLUTION, that VOANUM self powered to reproduce VOANUMS without losing the bonding between themselves, 

they keep on multiplying like building blocks in all the directions. While reproducing, the VOANUM shaped themselves as cubes 

to occupy all the area without leaving any gaps on the bonding, moreover the cube shape enables piling up of themselves and sliding 

in between themselves.   

Reproducing and Multiplying of VOANUMS is the factor to the Expansion of  Universe; Eternally.    

Creation of Mass Particle 

On Third EVOLUTION, Reproduction process of VOANUM make themselves slide back and forth, which generate frictions. These 

frictions create new particles at random with different characters as per different kinds of sliding frictions.  I call this particle as 

Mass Particle for the understanding.   
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Creation of Gravity 

On Fourth EVOLUTION, as the Mass Particle is evolved from the VOANUM it needs more VOANUM for the existing. That 

NEED is the HUNGER. So it started consuming the VOANUM, that seems like the string of VOUNUM are flowing into the mass 

particles towards the core. But Consuming the  VOANUM alone wouldn’t be sufficient for some of the mass particles. So that mass 

particles, by consuming the String of VOANUM start attracting and consuming the other mass particles nearby. That is when the 

Gravity started.   

To understand, we will look at the simple explanation about the formation of masses. When two mass particles are nearby in the 

strings of VOANUM without any disturbances, they would attract each other because, in between the mass particles, the 

consumptions of VOANUM are doubled. It even applies to the Galaxies, where  two Galaxies are close enough, there consumption 

of VOANUM exceeds the multiplying of VOANUM in between them, automatically the two Galaxies would flow towards each 

other. The reverse would happen where two galaxies are not close enough, there multiplying of VOANUM exceeds the consumption 

of VOANUM in between them, automatically the two Galaxies would flow apart each others. As it is becoming larger the masses, 

consume huge volume and great length of Strings of VOANUM. The consumptions always start from the core through all the angles 

of the masses. More the radius and more the dense of the masses, consume more the length and more the fast of strings of 

VOANUM.   

The strings of VOANUM flowing into the large masses through consumption, overpowers the small masses consumption. Hence 

the small masses that are consuming strings of VOANUM nearby are attracted towards the large masses’ core. This process of 

making inclusion or attempting to make inclusion of other masses is Gravity, either by attracting or by grabbing; either to attach as 

part of it or to consume to make part of it. The Gravity is the main fundamental to the formation and activities of  Masses, whether 

Stars are attracting Planets, Planets are keeping things or Trees are absorbing water, Animals are eating plants and other animals.  

Gravity in Solar System 

The self and other combinations along with gravitational pulling make few of the masses to spin themselves like Stars and Electrons. 

Take Solar System, The Sun being the Larger Mass, consumes great volume of strings of VOANUM from all the angles. Center 

circumference of the Sun as equator, top and bottom as poles, Sun rotation along the equator, due to the maximum rotation 

circumference, drags strings of VOANUM in great length and huge volume, towards the pole due to the minimum rotating 

circumferences, drags strings of VOANUM in reducing length and decreasing volume. Moreover the consumptions by the masses 

always start from the center, a single point of the core through all the angles and the rotation always from the axis, a straight line 

between the poles through one angle. Hence the rotation of the Sun aligned with strings consumption along the equator, but on the 

poles it tends to be in right angles. As the Sun is a gas ball, it freely rotates along the equator, due to alignment with consumptions. 

And reduces the speed of rotation gradually towards the poles, due to the non alignment with consumptions. So the strings dragging 

happen even faster and longer along the equator.   

If the planet comes or newly forms near the poles, it would either be attracted towards the Sun or would make random movements. 

When that planet comes or newly forms along the angles of equator, it would start to revolve around the Sun. How? The strings of 

VOANUM consumptions by the Sun overpowers the Planets' consumptions. The strings of VOANUM dragging by the Sun Rotation 

in huge volume and great length make very long series of circulating whips around the equator of the Sun. So the strings of 

VOANUM, that are flowing into the Sun through Sun's consumptions, carry the consuming Planets towards the Sun, and by flowing 

into the Sun, the stings of VOANUM, that are circulating around the Sun by Sun Rotation, carry the Planets to the side of the Sun. 

So with both the movements, toward and side, the Planets are carried around the Sun. Hence strings of VOANUM consumptions 

and rotations by the Sun are the factors for making the Planets to revolve around.  

But the Planets’ revolving speed differs to the Sun Rotation. How? Due to the circulating speed of strings, they could not get hold 

of the planets with same set of strings of VOANUM and are moving the Planets with series of circulating strings. Like touch and 

go brushing, one volume of strings drag a little and go past leaving the Planet and another volume of string comes to drag. These 

strings dragging gets weaker with the distances from the Sun, that tail of the strings follow the line slowly, making the more bends 

to create the spiralling pattern. We can witness that in the spiraling pattern of the Galaxies, that billions of Stars are being carried 

by series of circulating strings of VOANUM, that are formed through the rotation and consumption by the centre of the Galaxy. So, 

closest Planet travelling speed would be greater than the farthest Planet from the Sun. Planets travelling speed is determined by the 

Sun rotation; not by the self motion. If the self motion of Planets is the factor, the Planets would have got their own speed randomly 

not gradually as happening in reality by the distances from the Sun.     
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Venus Opposite Rotation 

Now on the Venus retrograde rotation. The foreign object impact theory could apply only to the Uranus odd rotation; not to the 

Venus retrograde rotation, because just an impact could not make one planet all the way to fillip upside down exactly in straight. 

At the beginning, Sun and all the Planets were rotating in one direction assuming anticlockwise. The Planets were trapped in the 

circulating strings by the Sun, to revolve around. At the same time, the touch and go brushing process of the strings, are not only 

dragging aside the Planets, they are also attempting to rotate the Planets to the clockwise, because strings dragging happen to the 

Planet on the opposite direction of Planets rotation. Hence, this attempt at first would make the Planets to slow down the 

anticlockwise rotation, and then would start the clockwise rotation. This slow down and making opposite rotation process would 

take millions of years to happen and that would start from closest planets from the Sun as per the dragging strength of strings. Then 

why Venus took front before Mercury. Some self combinations of Venus like atmosphere or mass content added to the slow down 

faster. After slowing down to the stand, the Venus has gotten aligned with the strings dragging slowly now to the clockwise. The 

Venus will be gaining speed of clockwise rotation in future, while all the Planets will be slowing down of anticlockwise rotation. 

So time will come for the Earth to witness sunrise on the west.    

Mass Transformation 

On Fifth EVOLUTION, the age is set for the Masses. Masses have beginning, ending and in between the both, they have the life. 

But the end is only for the Masses, not for the character it has gained along the life. Star Explosions are meant of transmitting its 

characters to the other masses even to the far away galaxies. Likewise Planet Earth has gotten all the characters to transform into a 

compatible place for the Life to be evolved. Human is transmitting his/her characters to other human before dying to transform 

towards one more EVOLUTION. Hence, the destructions of the Masses either by explosion or by degeneration are one more means 

of helping EVOLUTIONS by transmitting and transforming.    

Creation of Life 

On Sixth EVOLUTION Life is evolved on Planet Earth. The varied characters from the varied masses transmitted to the Earth, 

settled and transformed in many dimensions like water, air, soil, metals, minerals, chemicals etc. Some characters knew that they 

didn’t belong here and were attempting to escape from the Earth. That escaping efforts began the new dimension of masses that we 

call the Life, that have taken many transformations and Evolutions. The plants were attempting the escape by growing taller, animals 

were moving in search of places to escape, birds by flying and the men by adopting everything.   

So it’s all the EVOLUTIONS from the Start of Universe, Everytime and Everywhere; Explosion is only the Part of Universe, 

Sometime and Somewhere;   

Mass of Space Particle 

First Ever Particles of Universe, The VOANUM's mass is not empty but has to be regarded as zero, because it is the BASE. It’s 

quite difficult to discover even through mathematics; complete transparent, can not be seen or felt, entirely in another dimension. 

Even though in multiples, the VOANUMS have formed without any gaps as Oneness throughout the Universe.   

Energy Particle 

The First Ever Mass Particles are the Energies (could be Heat Particles)  created at the beginning of Universe from the frictions of 

VOANUMS' back and forth movement out of reproduction process of themselves.  

Energy Particles’ combining process forms Elementary and Atomic Particles. All the Energy Particles’ masses like Heat, 

Microwave, Radiowave and Photon are the tiniest and well below the VOANUMS' mass.  

That’s why, it’s unable to find out the mass of it. So they have to be regarded as minus mass (below zero of VOANUM), but can 

be felt as wave form and few can be seen.   

Light Particle Duality 

Photon is also the Energy Particle, but due to its illuminate character, we are able to spot on and say, it  possesses the duality of 

waves and particles. What’s observed as Photon, is observed only through VOANUM Particles, which by back and forth movement 

out of reproduction process of VOANUMS, create wavy path for the Photons and other Energy Particles to travel. Nothing can 
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travel in emptiness. It is the VOANUM as medium makes Light (All Energy) Particles to pass on through itself. Unlike the Mass 

Particles, which are sparsely situated in any medium, the VOANUMS is the oneness, exist closely without any gaps.  Apparently, 

closer the particles of medium, increases the speed of the traveler. That's why, whatever could passed on by the VOANUMS, would 

attain maximum speed.   

To breakeven, the Mass Particles have to be formed without any gaps, like Blackhole which pulls even the light into it. We can see 

the bend of light that passes through in the line of VOANUMS, when high gravity of mass attracts and  drags the line of VOANUMS 

along with rotation.  
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